This paper contributes an approach for expressing non-concatenative morphological phenomena, such as stem derivation in Semitic languages, in terms of a mildly context-sensitive grammar formalism. This offers a convenient level of modelling abstraction while remaining computationally tractable. The nonparametric Bayesian framework of adaptor grammars is extended to this richer grammar formalism to propose a probabilistic model that can learn word segmentation and morpheme lexicons, including ones with discontiguous strings as elements, from unannotated data. Our experiments on Hebrew and three variants of Arabic data find that the additional expressiveness to capture roots and templates as atomic units improves the quality of concatenative segmentation and stem identification. We obtain 74% accuracy in identifying triliteral Hebrew roots, while performing morphological segmentation with an F1-score of 78.1.
Introduction
Unsupervised learning of morphology is the task of acquiring, from unannotated data, the intra-word building blocks of a language and the rules by which they combine to form words. This task is of interest both as a gateway for studying language acquisition in humans and as a way of producing morphological analyses that are of practical use in a variety of natural language processing tasks, including machine translation, parsing and information retrieval.
A particularly interesting version of the morphology learning problem comes from languages that use templatic morphology, such as Arabic, Hebrew and Amharic. These Semitic languages derive verb and noun stems by interspersing abstract root morphemes into templatic structures in a nonconcatenative way. For example, the Arabic root k·t·b can combine with the template (i-a) to derive the noun stem kitab (book). Established morphological analysers typically ignore this process and simply view the derived stems as elementary units (Buckwalter, 2002) , or their account of it coincides with a requirement for extensive linguistic knowledge and hand-crafting of rules (Finkel and Stump, 2002; Schneider, 2010; Altantawy et al., 2010) . The former approach is bound to suffer from vocabulary coverage issues, while the latter clearly does not transfer easily across languages. The practical appeal of unsupervised learning of templatic morphology is that it can overcome these shortcomings.
Unsupervised learning of concatenative morphology has received extensive attention, partly driven by the MorphoChallenge (Kurimo et al., 2010) in recent years, but that is not the case for root-templatic morphology (Hammarström and Borin, 2011) .
In this paper we present a model-based method that learns concatenative and root-templatic morphology in a unified framework. We build on two disparate strands of work from the literature: Firstly, we apply simple Range Concatenating Grammars (SRCGs) (Boullier, 2000) to parse contiguous and discontiguous morphemes from an input string. These grammars are mildly-context sensitive (Joshi, 1985) , a superset of context-free grammars that retains polynomial parsing time-complexity. Secondly, we generalise the nonparametric Bayesian learning framework of adaptor grammars (Johnson et al., 2007) to SRCGs. 1 This should also be rel-1 Our formulation is in terms of SRCGs, which are equivalent in power to linear context-free rewrite systems (VijayShanker et al., 1987) and multiple context-free grammars (Seki et al., 1991) , all of which are weaker than (non-simple) range concatenating grammars (Boullier, 2000) .
evant to other applications of probabilistic SRCGs, e.g. in parsing (Maier, 2010) , translation (Kaeshammer, 2013 ) and genetics (Kato et al., 2006) .
In addition to unannotated data, our method requires as input a minimal set of high-level grammar rules that encode basic intuitions of the morphology. This is where there would be room to become very language specific. Our aim, however, is not to obtain a best-published result in a particular language, but rather to create a method that is applicable across a variety of morphological processes. The specific rules used in our empirical evaluation on Arabic and Hebrew therefore contain hardly any explicit linguistic knowledge about the languages and are applicable across the family of Semitic languages.
A powerful grammar for morphology
Concatenative morphology lends itself well to an analysis in terms of finite-state transducers (FSTs) (Koskenniemi, 1984) . With some additional effort, FSTs can also encode non-concatenative morphology (Kiraz, 2000; Beesley and Karttunen, 2003; Cohen-Sygal and Wintner, 2006; Gasser, 2009 ). Despite this seeming adequacy of regular languages to describe morphology, we see two main shortcomings that motivate moving further up the Chomsky hierarchy of formal languages: first is the issue of learning. We are not aware of successful attempts at inducing FST-based morphological analysers in an unsupervised way, and believe the challenge lies in the fact that FSTs do not offer a convenient way of expressing prior linguistic intuitions to guide the learning process. Secondly, an FST composed of multiple machines might capture morphological processes well and excel at analysis, but interpretability of its internal operations are limited.
These shortcomings are overcome for concatenative morphology by context-free adaptor grammars, which allowed diverse segmentation models to be formulated and investigated within a single framework (Johnson et al., 2007; Johnson, 2008; Sirts and Goldwater, 2013) . In principle, that covers a wide range of phenomena (typical example language in parentheses): affixal inflection (Czech) and derivation (English), agglutinative derivation (Turkish, Finnish), compounding (German). Our agenda here is to extend that approach to include non-concatenative processes such as root-templatic derivation (Arabic), infixation (Tagalog) and circumfixation (Indonesian). In this pursuit, an abstraction that permits discontiguous constituents is a highly useful modelling tool, but requires looking beyond context-free grammars.
An idealised generative grammar that would capture all the aforementioned phenomena could look like this:
where the symbols (excluding Word and Stem) implicitly expand to the relevant terminal strings. The bold-faced "functions" combine the potentially discontiguous yields of the argument symbols into single contiguous strings, e.g. infix(s·ulat, um) produces stem sumulat. Taken by themselves, the first two rules are simply a CFG that describes word formation as the concatenation of stems and affixes, a formulation that matches the underlying grammar of Morfessor (Creutz and Lagus, 2007) , a well-studied unsupervised model.
The key aim of our extension is that we want the grammar to capture a discontiguous string like k·t·b as a single constituent in a parse tree. This leads to well-understood problems in probabilistic grammars (e.g. what is this rule's probability?), but also corresponds to the linguistic consideration that k·t·b is a proper morpheme of the language (Prunet, 2006) .
Simple range concatenating grammars
In this section we define SRCGs formally and illustrate how they can be used to model nonconcatenative morphology. SRCGs define languages that are recognisable in polynomial time, yet can capture discontiguous elements of a string under a single category (Boullier, 2000) . An SRCG-rule operates on vectors of ranges in contrast to the way a CFG-rule operates on single ranges (spans). In other words, a non-terminal symbol in an SRCG (CFG) derivation can dominate a subset (substring) of terminals in an input string.
Formalism
An SRCG G is a tuple (N, T, V, P, S), with finite sets of non-terminals (N ), terminals (T ) and variables (V ), with a start symbol S ∈ N . A rewrite rule p ∈ P of rank r = ρ(p) ≥ 0 has the form A(α 1 , . . . , α ψ(A) ) → B 1 (β 1,1 , . . . , β 1,ψ(B 1 ) ) . . . B r (β r,1 , . . . , β r,ψ(Br) ), where each α, β ∈ (T ∪ V ) * , and ψ(A) is the number of arguments a non-terminal A has, called its arity. By definition, the start symbol has arity 1. Any variable v ∈ V appearing in a given rule must be used exactly once on each side of the rule. Terminating rules are written with as the right-hand side and thus have rank 0.
A range is a pair of integers (i, j) denoting the substring w i+1 . . . w j of a string w = w 1 . . . w n . A non-terminal becomes instantiated when its variables are bound to ranges through substitution. Variables within an argument imply concatenation and therefore have to bind to adjacent ranges.
An instantiated non-terminal A is said to derive if the consecutive application of a sequence of instantiated rules rewrite it as . A string w is within the language defined by a particular SRCG iff the start symbol S, instantiated with the exhaustive range (0, w n ), derives .
An important distinction with regard to CFGs is that, due to the instantiation mechanism, the ordering of non-terminals on the right-hand side of an SRCG rule is irrelevant, i.e. A(ab) → B(a)C(b) and A(ab) → C(b)B(a) are the same rule. 2 Consequently, the isomorphisms of any given SRCG derivation tree all encode the same string, which is uniquely defined through the instantiation process.
Application to morphological analysis
A fragment of the idealised grammar schema from the previous section ( §2) can be rephrased as an SRCG by writing the rules in the newly introduced 2 Certain ordering restrictions over the variables within an argument need to hold for an SRCG to indeed be a simple RCG (Boullier, 2000) . notation, and supplying a definition of the intercal function as simply another rule of the grammar, with instantiation for w = kitab shown below:
Given an appropriate set of grammar rules (as we present in §5), we can parse an input string to obtain a tree as shown in Figure 1 . The overlapping branches of the tree demonstrate that this grammar captures something a CFG could not. From the parse tree one can read off the word's root morpheme and the template used.
Although SRCGs specify mildly context-sensitive grammars, each step in a derivation is context-freea node's expansion does not depend on other parts of the tree. This property implies that a recognition/parsing algorithm can have a worst-case time complexity that is polynomial in the input length n, O(n (ρ+1)ψ ) for arity ψ and rank ρ, which reduces to O(n 3ψ ) for a binarised grammar. To capture the maximal case of a root with k − 1 characters and k discontiguous templatic characters forming a stem would require a grammar that has arity ψ = k. For Arabic, which has up to quadriliteral roots (k = 5), the time complexity would be O(n 15 ). 3 This is a daunting proposition for parsing, but we are careful to set up our application of SRCGs in such a way that this is not too big an obstacle:
Firstly, our grammars are defined over the characters that make up a word, and not over words that make up a sentence. As such, the input length n would tend to be shorter than when parsing full sentences from a corpus.
Secondly, we do type-based morphological analysis, a view supported by evidence from Goldwater et al. (2006) , so each unique word in a dataset is only ever parsed once with a given grammar. The set of word types attested in the data sources of interest here is fairly limited, typically in the tens of thousands. For these reasons, our parsing and inference tasks turn out to be tractable despite the high time complexity.
Learning

Probabilistic SRCG
The probabilistic extension of SRCGs is similar to the probabilistic extension of CFGs, and has been used in other guises (Kato et al., 2006; Maier, 2010) . Each rule r ∈ P has an associated probability θ r such that r∈P A θ r = 1. A random string in the language of the grammar can then be obtained through a generative procedure that begins with the start symbol S and iteratively expands it until deriving : At each step for some current symbol A, a rewrite rule r is sampled randomly from P A in accordance with the distribution over rules and used to expand A. This procedure terminates when no further expansions are possible. Of course, expansions need to respect the range concatenating and ordering constraints imposed by the variables in rules. The expansions imply a chain of variable bindings going down the tree, and instantiation happens only when rewriting into s but then propagates back up the tree.
The probability P (w, t) of the resulting tree t and terminal string w is the product r θ r over the sequence of rewrite rules used. This generative procedure is a conceptual device; in practice, one would care about parsing some input string under this probabilistic grammar.
PYSRCAG
A central property of the generative procedure underlying probabilistic SRCGs is the fact that each expansion happens independently, both of the other expansions in the tree under construction and of any other trees. To some extent, this flies in the face of the reality of estimating a grammar from text, where one would expect certain sub-trees to be used repeatedly across different input strings.
Adaptor grammars weaken this independence assumption by allowing whole subtrees to be reused during expansion. Informally, they act as a cache of tree fragments whose tendency to be reused during expansion is governed by the choice of adaptor function. Following earlier applications of adaptor grammars (Johnson et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2011) , we employ the Pitman-Yor process (Pitman, 1995; Pitman and Yor, 1997) as adaptor function.
A Pitman-Yor Simple Range Concatenating Adaptor Grammar (PYSRCAG) is a tuple G = (G S , M, a, b, α), where G S is a probabilistic SRCG as defined before and M ⊆ N is a set of adapted non-terminals. The vectors a and b, indexed by the elements of M , are the discount and concentration parameters for each adapted nonterminal, with a ∈ [0, 1], b ≥ 0. α are parameters to Dirichlet priors on the rule probabilities θ.
PYSRCAG defines a generative process over a set of trees T . Unadapted non-terminals A ∈ N \ M are expanded as before ( §4.1). For each adapted non-terminal A ∈ M , a cache C A is maintained for storing the terminating tree fragments expanded from A earlier in the process, and we denote the fragment corresponding to the i-th expansion of A as z i . In other words, the sequence of indices z i is the assignment of a sequence of expansions of A to particular tree fragments. Given a cache C A that has n previously generated trees comprising m unique trees each used n 1 , . . . , n m times (where n = k n k ), the tree fragment for the next expansion of A, z n+1 , is sampled conditional on the previous assignments z < according to
where a and b are those elements of a and b corresponding to A. The first case denotes the situation where a previously cached tree is reused for this n + 1-th expansion of A; to be clear, this expands A with a fully terminating tree fragment, meaning that none of the nodes descending from A in the tree being generated are subject to further expansion. The second case by-passes the cache and expands A according to the rules P A and rule probabilities θ A of the underlying SRCG G S . Other caches C B (B ∈ M ) may come into play during those expansions of the descendants of A; thus a PYS-RCAG can define a hierarchical stochastic process. Both cases eventually result in a terminating treefragment for A, which is then added to the cache, updating the counts n, n zn+1 and potentially m.
The adaptation does not affect the string language of G S , but it maps the distribution over trees to one that is distributed according to the PYP.
The invariance of SRCGs trees under isomorphism would make the probabilistic model deficient, but we side-step this issue by requiring that grammar rules are specified in a canonical way that ensures a one-to-one correspondence between the order of nodes in a tree and of terminals in the yield.
Inference under PYSRCAG
The inference procedure under our model is very similar to that of CFG PY-adaptor grammars, so we restate the central aspects here but refer the reader to the original article by Johnson et al. (2007) for further details. First, one may integrate out the adaptors to obtain a single distribution over the set of trees generated from a particular non-terminal. Thus, the joint probability of a particular sequence z for the adapted non-terminal A with cached counts (n 1 , . . . , n m ) is
(6) Taking all the adapted non-terminals into account, the joint probability of a set of full trees T under the grammar G is
where f A is a vector of the usage counts of rules r ∈ P A across T , and B is the Euler beta function.
The posterior distribution over a set of strings w is obtained by marginalising (7) over all trees that have w as their yields. This is intractable to compute directly, so instead we use MCMC techniques to obtain samples from that posterior using a component-wise Metropolis-Hastings sampler. The sampler works by visiting each string w in turn and drawing a new tree for it under a proposal grammar G Q and randomly accepting that as the new analysis for w according to the Metropolis-Hastings acceptreject probability. As proposal grammar, we use the analogous approximation of our G as Johnson et al. used for PCFGs, namely by taking a static snapshot G Q of the adaptor grammar where additional rules rewrite adapted non-terminals as the terminal strings of their cached trees. Drawing a sample from the proposal distribution is then a matter of drawing a random tree from the parse chart of w under G Q .
Lastly, the adaptor hyperparameters a and b are modelled by placing flat Beta(1, 1) and vague Gamma(10, 0.1) priors on them, respectively, and inferring their values using slice sampling (Johnson and Goldwater, 2009 ).
Modelling root-templatic morphology
We start with a CFG-based adaptor grammar 4 that models words as a stem and any number of prefixes and suffixes:
This fragment can be seen as building on the stemand-affix adaptor grammar presented in (Johnson et al., 2007) for morphological analysis of English, of which a later version also covers multiple affixes (Sirts and Goldwater, 2013) . In the particular case of Arabic, multiple affixes are required to handle the attachment of particles and proclitics onto base words.
To extend this to complex stems consisting of a root with three radicals we have rules like the following:
4 Adapted non-terminals are indicated by underlining and we use the following abbreviations: X → Y + means one or more instances of Y and encodes the rules X → Ys and Ys → Ys Y | Y. Similarly, X → Y * Z allows zero or more instances of Y and encodes the rules X → Z and X → Y + Z. Further relabelling is added as necessary to avoid cycles among adapted non-terminals.
The actual rules include certain permutations of these, e.g. rule (13) has a variant R3(a, b, d)T1(c).
In unvocalised text, the standard written form of Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), it may happen that the stem and the root of a word form are one and the same. So while rule (14) may look trivial, it ensures that in such cases the radicals are still captured as descendants of the non-terminal category R3, thereby making their appearance in the cache.
A discontiguous non-terminal An is rewritten through recursion on its arity down to 1, i.e. An(v 1 , . . . , v n ) → Al(v 1 , . . . , v n−1 ) Char(v n ) with base case A1(v) → Char(v), where Char rewrites all individual terminals as , v i are variables and l = n−1. 5 Note that although we provide the model with two sets of discontiguous non-terminals R and T, we do not specify their mapping onto the actual terminal strings; no subdivision of the alphabet into vowels and consonants is hard-wired.
Experiments
We evaluate our model on standard Arabic, Quranic Arabic and Hebrew in terms of segmentation quality and lexicon induction ability. These languages share various properties, including morphology and lexical cognates, but are sufficiently different so as to require manual intervention when transferring rulebased morphological analysers across languages. A key question in this evaluation is therefore whether an appropriate instantiation of our model successfully generalises across related languages.
Data sets
Our models are unsupervised and therefore learn from raw text, but their evaluation requires annotated data as a gold-standard and these were derived 6 as follows:
Arabic (MSA) We created the dataset BW by synthesising 50k morphotactically correct word types from the morpheme lexicons and consistency rules supplied with the Buckwalter Arabic Morphological 5 Including the arity as part of the non-terminal symbol names forms part of our convention here to ensure that the grammar contains no cycles, a situation which would complicate inference under PYSRCAG. 6 Our data preprocessing scripts are obtainable from http://github.com/bothameister/pysrcag-data. Analyser (BAMA). 7 This allowed control over the word shapes, which is important to focus the evaluation, while yielding reliable segmentation and root annotations. BW has no vocalisation; we denote the corresponding vocalised dataset as BW .
Quranic Arabic We extracted the roughly 18k word types from a morphologically analysed version of the Quran (Dukes and Habash, 2010) . As an additional challenge, we left all given diacritics intact for this dataset, QU .
Hebrew We leveraged the Hebrew CHILDES database as an annotated resource (Albert et al., 2013) and were able to extract 5k word types that feature at least one affix to use as dataset HEB. The corrected versions of words marked as non-standard child language were used, diacritics were dropped, and we conflated stressed and unstressed vowels to overcome inconsistencies in the source data.
Models
We consider two classes of models. The first is the strictly context-free adaptor grammar for morphemes as sequences of characters using rules (8)- (9), which we denote as Concat and MConcat, where the latter allows multiple prefixes/suffixes in a word. These serve as baselines for the second class in which non-concatenative rules are added. MTpl and Tpl denote the canonical ver-sions with stems as shown in the set of rules above, and we experiment with a variant Tpl3Ch that allows the non-terminal T1 to be rewritten as up to three Char symbols, since the data indicate there are cases where multiple characters intervene between the radicals of a root. These models exclude rule (10), which we include only in the variant Tpl+T4. Lastly, TplR4 is the extension of Tpl+T4 to include a stem-forming rule that uses R4.
As external baseline model we used Morfessor (Creutz and Lagus, 2007) , which performs decently in morphological segmentation of a variety of languages, but only handles concatenation.
Method
The MCMC samplers converged within a few hundred iterations and we collected 100 posterior samples after 900 iterations of burn-in. Collected samples, each of which is a set of parse trees of the input word types, are used in two ways: First, by averaging over the samples we can estimate the joint probability of a word type w and a parse tree t under the adaptor grammar, conditional on the data and the model's hyperparameters. We take the most probable parse of each word type and evaluate the implied segmentation against the gold standard segmentation. Likewise, we evaluate the implied lexicon of stems, affixes and roots against the corresponding reference sets. It should be emphasised that using this maximally probable analysis is aimed at simplifying the evaluation set-up; one could also extract multiple analyses of a word since the model defines a distribution over them.
The second method abstracts away from individual word-types and instead averages over the union of all samples to obtain an estimate of the probability of a string s being generated by a certain category (non-terminal) of the grammar. In this way we can obtain a lexicon of the morphemes in each category, ranked by their probability under the model.
Inducing Morpheme Lexicons
The quality of each induced lexicon is measured with standard set-based precision and recall with respect to the corresponding gold lexicon. The results are summarised by balanced F-scores in Table 2 .
The main result is that all our models capable of forming complex stems obtain a marked improvement in F-scores over the baseline concatenative adaptor grammar, and the margin of improvement grows along with the expressivity of the complexstem models tested. This applies across prefix, stem and suffix categories and across our datasets, with the exception of QU , which we elaborate on in §6.5. Stem lexicons of Arabic were learnt with relatively constant precision (∼70%), but modelling complex stems broadened the coverage by about 3000 stems over the concatenative model (against a reference set of 24k stems). On vocalised Arabic, the improvements for stems are along both dimensions. In contrast, affix lexicons for both BW and BW are noisy and the models all generate greedily to obtain near perfect recall but low precision.
On our Hebrew data, which comprises only 5k words, the gains in lexicon quality from modelling complex stems tend to be larger than on Arabic. This is consistent with our intuition that an appropriate, richer Bayesian prior helps overcome data sparsity.
Extracting a lexicon of roots is rendered challenging by the unsupervised nature of the model as the labelling of grammar symbols is ultimately arbitrary. Our simple approach was to regard a character tuple parsed under category R3 as a root. This had mixed success, as demonstrated by the outlier scores in Table 2. In the one case where it was obvious that T3 had been been co-opted for the role, we report the F-score obtained on the union of R3 and T3 strings.
Soft decisions The preceding set-based evaluation imposes hard decisions about category membership. But adaptor grammars are probabilistic by definition and should thus also be evaluated in terms of probabilistic ability. One method is to turn the model predictions into a binary classifier of strings using Receiver-Operator-Characteristic (ROC) theory. We plot the true positive rate versus the false positive rate for each prediction lexicon L τ containing strings that have probability greater than τ under the model (for a grammar category of interest). A perfect classifier would rank all true positives (e.g. stem strings) above false positives (e.g. non-stem strings), corresponding to a curve in the upper left corner of the ROC plot. A random guesser would trace a diagonal line. The area under the curves (AUC) is the probability that the classifier would discriminate correctly.
Vocalised Arabic (BW )
Unvocalised Arabic (BW)
Hebrew ( Our models with complex stem formation improve over the baseline on the AUC metric too. We include the ROC plots for Hebrew stem and root induction in Figure 2 , along with the roots the model was most confident about (Table 4) .
Morphological Analysis per Word Type
In this section we turn to the analyses our models assign to each word type. Two aspects of interest are the segmentation into sequential morphemes and the identification of the root.
Our intercalating adaptor grammars consistently obtain large gains in segmentation accuracy over the baseline concatenative model, across all our datasets (Table 3) . We measure segmentation quality as segment border F1-score (SBF) (Sirts and Goldwater, 2013) , which is the F-score over word-internal segmentation points of the predicted analysis with respect to the gold segmentation.
Of the two MSA datasets, the vocalised version BW presents a more difficult segmentation task as its words are on average longer and feature 31k unique contiguous morphemes, compared to the 24k in BW for the same number of words. It should thus benefit more from additional model expressivity, as is reflected in the increase of 10 SBF when adding the TplR4 rule to the other triliteral ones.
The best triliteral root identification accuracy (on a per-word basis) was found for HEB (74%) and BW (67%). 8, 9 Refer to Figure 3 for example analyses.
An interesting aspect of these results is that templatic rules may aid segmentation quality without necessarily giving perfect root identification. Modelling stem substructure allows any regularities that give rise to a higher data likelihood to be picked up.
The low performance on the Quran demands further explanation. All our adaptor grammars severely oversegmented this data, although the mistakes were not uniformly distributed. Most of the performance loss is on the 79% of words that have 1-2 morphemes. On the remaining words (having 3-5 morphemes), our models recover and approach the Morfessor baseline (MConcat: 32.7 , MTpl3Ch: 38.6).
Preliminary experiments on BW had indicated that adaptation of (single) affix categories is crucial for good performance. Our multi-affixing models used on QU lacked a further level of adaptation for composite affixes, which we suspect as a contributing factor to the lower performance on that dataset. This remains to be confirmed in future experiments, but would be consistent with other observations on the role of hierarchical adaptation in adaptor grammars (Sirts and Goldwater, 2013) . The trend that intercalated rules improve segmentation (compared to the concatenative grammar) remains consistent across datasets, despite the lower absolute performance on QU .
The performance of the Morfessor baseline was quite mixed. Contrary to our expectations, it performs best on the "harder" BW , worst on the arguably simpler HEB and struggled less than the adaptor grammars on QU .
One factor here is that it learns according to a grammar with multiple consecutive affixes and stems, whereas all our experiments (except on QU ) presupposed single affixes. This biases the evaluation slightly in our favour, but works in Morfessor's favour on the QU data which is annotated with multiple affixes.
Related work
The distinctive feature of our morphological model is that it jointly addresses root identification and morpheme segmentation, and our results demonstrate the mutual benefit of this.
In contrast, earlier unsupervised approaches tend to focus on these tasks in isolation.
In unsupervised Arabic segmentation, the parametric Bayesian model of (Lee et al., 2011) achieves F1-scores in the high eighties by incorporating sentential context and inferred syntactic categories, both of which our model forgoes, although theirs has no account of discontiguous root morphemes.
Root
Example instances Numbers indicate position when ranked by model probability. (G)ood and (B)ad instances from the corpus are given with morpheme boundaries marked: true positive (.), false negative ( ) and false positive ( x ). Hypothesised root characters are boldfaced, while accent (ˇ) marks gold root characters.
Previous approaches to Arabic root identification that sought to use little supervision typically constrain the search space of candidate characters within a word, leveraging pre-existing dictionaries (Darwish, 2002; Boudlal et al., 2009) or rule constraints (Elghamry, 2005; Rodrigues andĆavar, 2007; Daya et al., 2008) .
In contrast to these approaches, our model requires no dictionary, and while our grammar rules effect some constraints on what could be a root, they are specified in a convenient and flexible manner that 
Figure 3: Parse trees produced for words in the two standard Arabic datasets that were incorrectly segmented by the baseline grammar. The templatic grammars correctly identified the triliteral and quadriliteral roots, also fixing the segmentation of (a). In (b), the templatic grammar improved over the baseline by finding the correct prefix but falsely posited a suffix. Unimportant subtrees are elided for space, while the yields of discontiguous constituents are indicated next to their symbols, with dots marking gaps. Crossing branches are not drawn but should be inferrable. Root characters are bold-faced in the reference analysis . The nonterminal X2 in (a) is part of a number of implementation-specific helper rules that ensure the appropriate handling of partly contiguous roots. makes experimentation with other phenomena easy.
Recent work by Fullwood and O'Donnell (2013) goes some way toward jointly dealing with nonconcatenative and concatenative morphology in the unsupervised setting, but their focus is limited to inflected stems and does not handle multiple consecutive affixes. They analyse the Arabic verb stem (e.g. kataba "he wrote") into a templatic bit-string denoting root and non-root characters (e.g. r-r-r-) along with a root morpheme (e.g. ktb) and a so-called residue morpheme (e.g. aaa). Their nonparametric Bayesian model induces lexicons of these entities and achieves very high performance on templates. The explicit formulation of templates alleviates the labelling ambiguity that hampered our evaluation ( §6.4), but we believe their method of analysis can be simulated in our framework using the appropriate SRCG-rules.
Learning root-templatic morphology is loosely related to morphological paradigm induction (Clark, 2001; Dreyer and Eisner, 2011; Durrett and DeNero, 2013 ). Our models do not represent templatic paradigms explicitly, but it is interesting to note that preliminary experiments with German indicate that our adaptor grammars pick up on the past participle forming circumfix in ab+ge+spiel+t (played back).
Conclusion and Outlook
We presented a new approach to modelling nonconcatenative phenomena in morphology using simple range concatenating grammars and extended adaptor grammars to this formalism. Our experiments show that this richer model improves morphological segmentation and morpheme lexicon induction on different languages in the Semitic family.
Various avenues for future work present themselves.
Firstly, the lightly-supervised, metagrammar approach to adaptor grammars (Sirts and Goldwater, 2013) can be extended to this more powerful formalism to lessen the burden of defining the "right" grammar rules by hand, and possibly boost performance. Secondly, the discontiguous constituents learnt with our framework can be used as features in other downstream applications. Especially in low-resource languages, the ability to model non-concatenative phenomena (e.g. circumfixing, ablaut, etc.) can play an important role in reducing data sparsity for tasks like word alignment and language modelling. Finally, the PYSRCAG presents another way of learning SRCGs in general, which can thus be employed in other applications of SRCGs, including syntactic parsing and translation.
